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Hello!
I have always loved setting a beautiful 
table. As a young girl playing with 
my Barbie Dream House, I practiced 
the joy of making friends and family 
feel welcome and loved by the 
simple art of serving good food in 
a pretty environment. It struck a 
deep chord in my heart. 

As I matured, I became obsessed with learning the 
ins and outs of creating beautiful celebrations, and this passion became 

my career.  After more than twenty years in the industry, I am delighted to share 
my hard-earned tips and ideas with you. I want entertaining to be as stress-free as 
possible while still creating a lovely and memorable experience for my loved ones, 
ever mindful of my limited budget as a single mom. 

It was my money concerns that first drew me to paper plates. Like many folks, 
I have champagne taste on a ginger ale income and needed to find ways to set 
unique and attractive tables without breaking the bank. When I was younger, paper 
plates were plain white and reserved for church picnics. They were certainly not 
acceptable for fancy luncheons or dinner parties. Thankfully, times and tastes have 
changed and paper plates are available in amazing designs and patterns that make 
it possible to fashion truly fabulous tablescapes and work within dollar constraints. 
Hooray! In this book, I am delighted to invite you to join me as I share designs and 
recipes that I hope will inspire you to throw your own paper plate party.
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         Fall. I have to admit to being particularly partial to autumn. Here 
in Virgina, the mountains catch fire with a blaze of rich colors: deep reds, oranges, and 
sumptuous chocolate tones. People travel from far and wide to take it all in. It's easy to default 
to this same color scheme when planning a pretty table, but this year for Thanksgiving, I 
decided to change things up a bit and add in a shot of vibrant aqua. 

It all began with these blue paper plates. You see, I am a constant collector, and while 
shopping in a home décor store one day last summer, I came upon these beautiful aqua 
and chocolate paper plates. I didn’t have a plan for them when I saw them, but I’ve learned 
the hard way to buy things when I see them in discount stores because chances are they 
won’t be there when I come back. The plates sat in my drawer month after month. They’d 
catch my eye periodically, but it was never the right time for them. Finally their moment 
came, and I actually felt a bit giddy when I went to pull them out because suddenly I could 
envision the perfect setting! 

Since fall is a season of harvest, I particularly like using seasonal fruits, vegetables and 
flowers to bring beauty and interest. 

Ah,



dressy    relaxedy

In fashion, Fall is all about layering, so I decided to work that 
concept here, too. A scalloped copper charger creates a warm 
chocolate base and lends a sense of depth. Next, the inspiration 
piece - the blue and chocolate paper plates. I added an antique 
brown transferware salad plate to bring a sense of history. Tying 
it all together is the vibrant orange. Four translucent blue egg 
cups became perfect little vases for marigold blooms, while mini 
pumpkins made toppers for the two remaining plates. Nothing 
says harvest like a pumpkin! 

I have a few settings from a cheery bright aqua acrylic flatware 
set, but, sadly, not enough for the entire table, so I decided to 
place them as an accent at the head chairs, with silverware at the 
remaining seats. Using the two patterns with purpose provides 
interest and cohesiveness, rather than looking mismatched. To 
keep the table feeling relaxed, I mixed mason jars with stemmed 
wine glasses. How wonderful that the rules of etiquette have 
changed. Now we can pull out china and crystal that we love and 
use it in ways that fit with our real lifestyles! 

The Place Setting



Cozy + Welcoming



fresh colors



reboot a holiday tradition and excite guests for what's to come! 



Judge each day not by the harvest  you 

reap but by the seeds  you plant.

Robert Louis Stevenson



Flower Tip: For the blooms, I used marigolds which I had planted 
in the Spring. Even if you don’t have a personal garden, consider stopping in 
to your local nursery to buy a plant.  Surprisingly, it can be quite a savings 
compared to buying fresh. Potted on your counter, it will continue to give you 
flowers for many months — as long as you water it!



How to Make

pumpkins
fabric

D IY |Crafty



While there is nothing quite like the real thing, even Cinderella 
couldn’t keep her pumpkin forever. I’m quite smitten with stitching 
up my own harvest in a happy array of colors that will last long 
past midnight. Thankfully, they are simple to make. 

Supplies

Fabric
Pillow Stuffing
Scissors
Needle + Thread/Embroidery Floss
Pumpkin Stems
Hot Glue Gun
Plate (for pattern)

Step One:
Cut out your circle of fabric. I laid a plate on mine and traced the 
outline, then simply cut it out.

Step Two:
Grab a needle and thread or embroidery floss. I used two pieces of 
embroidery floss. Tie a knot in one end of your thread and begin sewing 
around the edge of the fabric in very wide stitches. You can gather the 
fabric a bit as you go, but don’t gather it too tightly just yet.

Step Three:
Once you’ve sewn around the edge (don’t trim the thread just yet — let 
the needle hang to the side) fill your pumpkin “pouch” with stuffing.

Step Four:
Now you can cinch the fabric together to tighten/close. Next, sew a few 
stitches across the opening in an “X” shape to make it stay closed. Then 
tie a couple of knots. Now you can trim the thread.

Step Five:
Using a glue gun, apply a bit of hot glue to the base of the pumpkin 
stem and press it onto the fabric. Careful you don’t over-apply the glue. 
You don’t want it to gush out onto your fabric or your fingers. Allow it to 
dry for a few minutes — and voila! You have a darling little pumpkin.

Notes:
The larger the circle you cut, the larger your pumpkins will be. Just 
to give you an idea of the outcomes, my circles were 8 1/4" and 10 
1/4" to start and my finished pumpkins are about 3 1/2" and 4 1/2". 
Obviously, sizes will vary depending on how much fill you use.

Craft a pumpkin patch



tasty rec ipes

Pumpkin
TEA CAKES

easy +

Aren’t these little cakes precious?! Rather than pouring your batter into a 
muffin pan, pour it into six greased teacups. The presentation is dynamic 
without requiring any extra energy or steps. 

I wouldn't recommend using priceless heirlooms, but most tea cups are oven-
fired and can stand the heat. Check your label!



INGREDIENTSTea Cakes:
    ½ c milk

    ½ t vanilla
    2 Constant Comment tea bags    1c + 2T Flour

    1½ t pumpkin pie spice    pinch of salt
    1½ t baking powder    pinch of baking soda    4 T butter

    1 egg
    ¾ sugar

    ½ c pumpkin puree
Cream Cheese Glaze    4 ounces of Cream Cheese (room temperature)

    ½ c powdered sugar, sifted    4 T milk
    Pumpkin seeds

Step One:
Preheat oven to 350°. Grease six tea cups and place them on a baking sheet. 
Set aside.

Step Two:
Place milk, vanilla, and tea bags in a pan. Heat over low until milk just begins 
to warm up. You are not trying to boil the milk. Once the milk is warm, remove 
from heat and let steep for about 10 minutes until cool. (You do not want to add 
hot milk to your batter because it will begin to cook your egg.)

Step Three:
While the milk tea is cooling, stir flour, pumpkin pie spice, salt, baking powder, 
and baking soda together in a bowl. Set aside.

Step Four:
Cream butter, egg, and sugar in a bowl with a hand-held mixer. Add pumpkin 
and combine. Add in half of flour mix and half of the milk tea. Use mixer to 
combine. Next add the other half of the flour mix and milk tea mix.

Step Five:
Pour combined mixture into prepared tea cups. Bake for approximately 18 
minutes or until a toothpick comes out clean.

Step Six:
While the cakes are cooking, combine cream cheese, powdered sugar and 
milk in a bowl with a whisk attachment on your mixer until smooth.

Step Seven:
Drizzle glaze on cakes and garnish with pumpkin seeds.



Thank you for reading!
Enjoy more parties on my blog:
www.CelebratingEverydayLife.com
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